
STRENGTH OF THE INNER CHILD ESSAY

Read this full essay on Strength of the Inner Child. During our childhood, we are fragile and impressionable, yet we
retain an inner strength. As children, w.

Good soldiers are afraid of conflict and work so hard to make others happy they neglect their own feelings. In
recent years, one of the most articulate writers on the Inner Child has been Charles Whitfield, M. The second
step he suggested was to recommend that the person abused practice mindfulness, to transform herself into a
Bodhisattva and engender the compassion to help and be of service to all children who need protection. In this
century, psychologist C. Without awareness, we automatically repeat the kind of parenting we received as
children. Within its passing can be found my marriage, the birth of my child, and my divorce. If the abused
person can begin to understand just a little bit, then anger, shame and outrage can transform into droplets of
compassion, and through mindfulness practice, suffering can diminish. To me the adventures were important.
Jung and mythologist Joseph Campbell have shown us that these myths and legends have widespread appeal
because they illustrate universal human experiences. This is a deep and beautiful process because we are no
longer running away or hiding from afflictions that have rendered us dysfunctional. And yet in my lectures
and seminars throughout North America, many people tell me they are struggling with Inner Child work. That
is when my heart sank. Buddhist teachings contain a multitude of tools, concentrations and practices that can
nurture this process. We must touch the seeds of childhood suffering from an adult state of mindfulness and
awareness, making it safe for that child to come out from behind closed doors. This OMG moment propels us
to get to work, to go below the surface and investigate the causes of our suffering. Many therapists are
including "Inner Child work" in their practice with groups and individuals. Through drawing, writing, creative
arts, and play you will find the voice of the Child who lives within you. I vowed to always hold onto my
childhood. Those who have experienced abuse and recovered from it can use their understanding to promote
measures that protect children and help eradicate the ignorance that generates abuse. And this is also abuse. It
can't be done. After ten or twenty breaths, whenever you feel calm and stable, bring each of the
componentsâ€”love, compassion, joy, equanimityâ€”into yourself, the adult you. To me the word child was
synonymous with fun and freedom. Share this:. Virtually all religions have told stories of the child who
becomes a savior or leader. If we never confront it, one day it will surprise us and we will die of a snake bite.
You bring to this communication with the wounded inner child all the qualities of love, compassion and
wisdom you can muster. The partners of good soldiers are often shocked and want to work on the problem, but
the good solider is gone before this can materialize. With awareness we take our inner child into our daily life,
on picnics, walks, sitting at the dining room table and doing the dishes together. Do not edit. For instance, it
has been estimated that one out of every four adults suffered some kind of sexual abuse in childhood. In Act I
Nora is The Benefits of Strength Training words - 8 pages The benefits of strength training not only include
increased physical strength, but the ability to negate or control certain disease's while improving conditions
associated with aging. In the process of day to day living, I have indeed become an adult, but tomorrowâ€¦I
will kick the can. The suffering will diminish and you will experience a transformation; your relationships
with co-workers, friends and family will start to change, and your fears of the past and anxieties about the
future will not have the same force. But as is so often the case with children, she did not have the words to
express what she knew deep down inside.


